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OUR EXPERIENCE, The Rock, the heart of street art on campus, is the everyday messages seen by the

PICTORIAL INSCRIPTIONS is an exploration

into the nature of paint graffiti and street art and its contribution to the character of the city. Art has been used
as a prevalent and effective means of communicating
ideas throughout human existence. As it has evolved
to present day, street art has become a way to display
ideas that people are passionate about, voice opinions
on social and economic events or even as a canvas
that pop culture has extended onto. These displays
can reflect the pride, hate, love, frustration or joy that
the artists have in their work. It can voice the excitement the citizens have for their city, personal passions
or even display new ideas boldly in a large confrontational format. These types of street art can be found
in spaces that are defined as primary, secondary and
tertiary spaces. In research, it was found that the genre
of content may depend on the location of the piece and
whether it was a preemptively desired result. No matter
the level of acceptance or permanence, street art has
become an intriguing and prevalent display in each city
that can serve as meaningful legacy to the artist.

mass of the students, faculty, alumni and visitors at UT. The Rock has been a tradition at the university since 1980;
in which, it has been used to share the life of the university students to the rest of campus and Knoxville. As our semester came to an end we came up with the idea to do something none of us have done before, paint the rock. We
wanted to end the year with a reflection of our memoires that we created this year with one last big thing that we
would remember for a life time. Our art mural piece was of the Knoxville skyline, which paid homage to our year as
freshman designers. This mural made us think about and remember all that we encountered in the past year, such
as moving to Knoxville, making friends, understanding more about one self, and embarking on our journey as architects. The mural was inspired by our previous floor mural we created during the year before of the New York City
skyline. This one however related to the family of Morrill 8 a group of students who came in as strangers and left
as a design family. The experience was quick and exciting, there was a lot of energy going around as we painted
our master piece for the public to see. We painted the rock with our expression of our new family in our city. We still
think about the moment when all the paint was gone and we step back as a group and gazed upon our memorial to
our year and remember all the good times we shared and a looked to a moment of hope for our future.

The Urban Canvas: Surface Categories and Public Access

The Urban Canvas: Relationship of Space to Content of Expression

With this experience, we begin to question the Urban Canvas of the city. We painted on a sanctioned surface that is
encouraged to create a place for free expressions on campus; however, we thought about what we did in the context of the urban fabric of the city. We began to question how public art in the city is controlled or how it is not controlled? With the ball rolling we started to think more about the public art of the city in the notion of who participates
in these pictorial inscriptions? Who is there target audience to share the art with? Where are these pieces located
within the city? How do these pieces create a spatial condition and how do they interact with the city; as well as,
how do the spatial conditions and visibility relate to the type of art? With these questions we began to research and
formulate our project of pictorial inscriptions the architectural memory canvas of Knoxville street art.

Primary|No Man’s Land

The Façade (primary public face) is a design
to hold a conversation with its surroundings. The
architect gives the building its identity. The end
product holds it purpose, as it was a design functional piece of art for the city.

In this study, Primary wall spaces were defined as storefronts building facades that met busy streets. In result of this, there was almost
no graffiti, tagging or street art found on these surfaces. This may
have been because of the general respect for the establishment or
possibly a quick cover up of the store owners not wanting their facades to be “littered” with street art that would distract from the business itself. The reason behind this is that the architect has already
given the identity of the building to the city to create a line of communication with the pubic for the tenant/owner of the building.

The Primary zone of public interaction, the upper floor where living
takes place. The higher parts of the
buildings are semi private but also
allow public interactions. The architect
often gives the facade an identity that
can be conveyed to the city. The urban canvas is composed of the street
fabric.

Secondary spaces are recognized as the sides of buildings that
people would likely see but may not consider the entry or face of
the building. These installations are sanctioned pieces of artwork.
As these areas were explored we found that street art became more
plentiful and accepted. These “canvases” seemed to be prime for
murals and larger displays for the visitors and citizens alike that
communicate ideas of pride in the city or a push toward more creativity. These murals are often commissioned as large projects to
local artists which contributes to the community economically and
artistically. Art on massive walls identify the city as a window into its
memories. Murals like this attract people to visit this part of the city
and take photos to boast of their location. Pictured to the left is a
mural featured on the side of the Knoxville visitors center, placed on
a main wall in the center’s parking lot. This mural is painted at a scale
that even those driving by will be able to recognize its components.
The mural is a collage that features all the components of Knoxville
that people recognize, take part, and have pride in. The visitor center
and the mural together capture the urban space created in the city.
The below features a mural done by multiple high schools in Knoxville, memorializing the art and music cultures found within the city.
This donated mural from the schools can be found on the wall facing
market square of the region bank building who wanted a mural for the
wall. This art puts it on public display in the city and makes people
more aware and think about these aspects in the city. Both pieces
are about trying to present a controlled message with an agenda to

The Pedestrian Zone is what gets
seen and used the most. The architect designs the ground floor to bring
attention and provide spatial experiences. The facade is activated by the
storefront design interaction with the
pedestrians, yet the zone is controlled
by the tenant/owner.

Tertiary | The Hidden Canvas

Secondary | Optimal Canvas for Murals
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The Party Wall (secondary public and semi-publicThe Alley Elevation (tertiary service face) is
face) is used to fire proof neighbor buildings. When outside the public realm. The throwaway zone of
one of the buildings is removed, it creates a blank the building creates an interesting spatial qualarchitectural canvas in the city scape. These areas ity. The spatial is designed to hide the systems
are highly visible in the public realm. The wall’s blackof the building, a trash zone and a place for the
canvas allows and appropriates the artist to create a workers to enter and leave without using the main
new façade for the city.
entrance. The walls offer a place for the people
of the city during dark to paint their memories on
a place for public display. While appropriating the
wall with street art, it creates a new façade. With
this art, the alley comes alive with new energy
that it wasn’t originally designed for; thus, creating
a new spatial experience.

The Upper Zone is where advertising works well concerning the secondary wall space. They are high, on a
large scale, and visible from multiple
angles.
The Middle Zone is where murals
can primarily be found within the city.
These are large pieces of commissioned work that normally highlight
main parts of the city. The canvas is
covered all the way around to create a
new window in to the city.

The Lower Zone is primary to be
left blank. The art is lifted above the
first floor to avoid future distraction on
the art.

No Expression, this area of the
building normally features a window
or two for natural light but normal
appears to be just cladding and glass
with not a lot of thought put behind the
facade. It is the minimal design.

Quick Expression pieces are
usually found with in the lower 6 feet
area where an artist paints a piece for
the expression of a moment. These
paintings have a quick turnaround
rate. However, things are changing in
this area with commissions.

Thoughtful Expressions can be
found in the lower zone as well. These
pieces are larger and have a deep impact to the viewers gazing upon them;
in addition, they appear to take much
time and thought behind the pieces.

Commissions can be found within
the area with the owners of the building embracing the ideas of public
street art. Owners are now paying
artist to design their façade to the ally
with artwork that speaks about the city
and shares its memories.

Public art has come to tell stories for itself
as well as the city that it is in. These pieces
have become dynamic characters in the
urban fabric and demand to be recognized.

